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Q: Manpower, Efficiency, Productivity staff for training and development becomes 
and Customer Satisfaction: What unlikely, staff retention becomes a problem, 
should SMEs in the services sector do the industry as a whole may see higher em- 
about all these? ployee churn, staff motivation suffers, and 

service quality and customer satisfaction lev- 
A: The root cause of quite a few manpower els are likely to deteriorate. 
issues in Singapore can be attributed to how Falling customer satisfaction levels, if left 
the industry is viewed by the typical Singapo- unchecked, would be the start of a down- 
rean. An axiomatic truth is that most Singa- ward spiral for many businesses because it 
poreans have grown up believing that jobs in would lead to fewer repeat customers. This 
the services sector are demeaning. The re- would eventually lead to reductions in staff 1 
percussions of this aversion by the local pop- strength, which would exacerbate all the 
ulace to taking up employment in the ser- aforementioned negatives of stretching staff 1 
vices sector are signscant. too thin. 

Because of the limited pool of willing and Before considering what can be done at 
able employable Singaporeans, businesses the country level, let me highlight two exam- 
of all sizes, notably SMEs, have resorted to ples of productivity boosts that we have seen 
importing foreign la- the industry implement 
bour to staff their es- which SME business 
tablishments. The suit- owners may think 
ability and quality of about implementing 
these imports have themselves. 
been noted to vary con- The first example re- 
siderably, with com- volves around the idea your staffto spend less time in product train- possibly through the use of branding cam- At a -: ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ h  the recent changes munication-related is- of pipelining and ing. Through this lowering ofjob complexity, paigns, platforms for recognition, and in- inforeign manpower policy, the sues repeatedly being chunkink? up the work YOU would be predisposing your w t o  be re- creased opportunities for career develop- 
surfaced in the local WRCUS LEE into smaller. more man- liable service providers, ~ l l  these positive ment. These activities should not be the sole hasforced the 
media as the main bug- ageable Pieces. A spe- would collectively enable a more responsibility of the government. Businesses services sector to take its first 
bear of consumers. cific example of pipelin- consistent service experience which shodd have their part to play too, especially with ca- painful but necessary step in 

Despite this disad- reer development. reducing our over-reliance on ing and chunking in raise customer satisfaction. vantage, businesses restaurants would be The Singapore services sector is at a foreign labour. PHOTO: FIE PHOTO 
have not shied away getting the waiters to While the first is a good show- cusp. Through the recent changes in foreign 
from importing for- opportunistically clear of how you can increase produc'mty manpower policy, the government has 
eigners because em- unneeded dishes off and efficiency making changes forced the services sector to take its first 
ploying locals has generally been more cost- the table throughout the meal, as opposed to the profle of the customers your p a w  but necessary Step in reducing our 
ly than employing foreigners. The ptolifera- clearing the dishes only after the customers SeNeS, the approach in the second example over-reliance on foreign labour. What busi- 
tion of foreign labour in the services sector have vacated the table. results in a more complete solution that goes nesses, including SMEs in the services see- 
has resulted in m over-reliance on foreign la- me m~ main advantages of doing this beyond operational excsllence. The good tbr, do over the next few years will deter- 
bow and the general perception by the local would be to even out the load the dishwash- news for SMEs is that smaller companies mine what kind of singapore we will be liv- 
labour pool that they are being discriminat- ing team has to handle, and to reduce the have the advantage Over larger companies ingin. . 
ed against. time needed to reset the table for the next set in the in the Marcus Lee is an Assistant Professor of 

The status quo is indeed evolving. In an of customers. While even-ing out the load for Second example. Marketing (Practice) a t  the Lee Kong Chian 
attempt to rebalance the proportion of for- the dishwashing team would increase effi- At the country level* a long-term solution School of Business, Singapore Management 
eign versus local labour in Singapore, there ciency, it is important to note that reducing to these manpower problems would be to in- University. He is also the Academic 
have been recent changes in government pol- the time needed to reset the table would in- crease the attr~ctiveness of careers in the Director for the Institute of Service 
icies to reduce our over-reliance on foreign crease productivity by allowing the restau- sewces sector among the local population, Excellence a t  SMU (ISES). 
labour. But unless improvements in worker rant to serve more customers each day. 
efficiency and productivity are effected, this The second example involves transform- 
reduced intlow of foreign labour could poten- ing your company's branding and position- 
tially spark a labour shortage. such, cou- ing to shape the types of customers who mve a pressing question about a business-related4ks~e tha your COmpally is facing? h0feS~0E from t k  
pled with these policy changes were an- show up at your doorstep. By targetting a f i l lpp~m Management University (SMU) will give expert achrice and allLWeE to your queries on 
nouncements by the government of incen- specific segment of consumers, you would es- fortnightly basis. Send an -1 with your query and the subjed line, 'Engage SMU hofs', to 
tive ~rogrammes to increase worker efficien- sentially be narrowing the range of needs fe/da&*.com.yl. Include particulars, Mh as your mw, dwignaian md company. If YOU do not want cyandproductivity. your would have to cater to. Being your name or company's detaik to be published, please indicate so and we will leave them out when we Increasing worker efficiency and produc- successful at this would allow you to reduce 
tivity is crucial because a few things happen the spectrum of product and service offer- 90 to print. Start firing those queztions 
when staff are stretched too thin - releasing ings of your company, which would enable 
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